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Processing confusing procedures in the recent re-ana-
lysis of a cognitive bias modification meta-analysis

Those worried about the cognitive bias modification (CBM) field
being affected by ever-moving goal posts may have thought their
concerns confirmed by Grafton and colleagues’ re-analysis of the
meta-analysis by Cristea and colleagues.1,2 The paper concludes
with the suggestion that we should only call CBM CBM if it is suc-
cessful. To provide a treatment-inspired analogue: ‘This? No, this is
just water, it’s only homoeopathy if it works’.

It seems that we witness an almost prototypical disagreement
between experimentalists and treatment evaluationists about which
question to ask and which data to include. Importantly, the two
author groups appear quite agreed that the answer to the question
‘whether assigning an anxious individual to engage in a CBM pro-
cedure will result in direct symptom reduction’would be ‘not likely’.
Perhaps Grafton and colleagues had better direct their critical atten-
tion towards the work by ‘field insiders’ in which CBM is quite
consistently touted as a treatment, not to mention the apparent
push for clinical dissemination and premature commercial exploit-
ation. Thus, the question meta-analysed by Cristea and colleagues,
authors specialising in meta-analytical evaluation of (proposed)
treatments, appears perfectly legitimate.

Grafton and colleagues’ exposé on the correct question to meta-
analyse, reads uncomfortably like a perceived-damage-containing
mission. The discomfort is aggravated by the presented re-analysis,
applying dichotomising and partly mystifying criteria to distil a
subset of eligible studies from those selected for the original meta-
analysis. Specifically, the requirements for a study to pass ‘Criterion
3: effect size computed by Cristea et al reflects legitimate emotional
vulnerability assessment’ (Table 1, p. 268) remain unknown, as do
the rules governing the final dividing criterion ‘intended CBM pro-
cedure successfully induced the process of bias modification’ (p. 268).

One could attempt to reconstruct the criterion rules from the
tables provided, but it matters little. The analysis by Grafton and
colleagues is flawed in a manner that must have escaped the atten-
tion of authors, reviewers and editors alike, even after Cristea and
colleagues pointed it out in their commentary.3 To be very explicit:
Grafton et al meta-analysed the study effect-size estimates calcu-
lated by Cristea et al.

In their original paper,1 Cristea and colleagues state clearly that
(a) for studies reporting multiple symptom outcomes, these were
averaged into a single effect-size estimate (p. 8), and (b) effect-size
estimates reflect symptoms assessed post-training, excluding assess-
ments following a stressor procedure (p. 9).

Based on the narrative, it appears that criterion 3 has to do with
each study either (a) assessing symptoms on trait (rather than state)
measures, yet effect-size estimates averaging across state and trait
measures were analysed, or (b) employing a post-training stressor
procedure, yet symptoms assessed preceding such stressor

procedures were analysed. Surely, we are not to assume reliable
retro-active impact of unannounced stressors, nor that excluding
studies with state measures only, results in adjustment of state mea-
sures retained for other studies. Therefore, we must conclude that
this small yet crucial detail has gone unnoticed.

A meta-analysis by Grafton and colleagues, assessing evidence
for their hypotheses, could perfectly exist alongside the meta-ana-
lysis by Cristea and colleagues. The currently presented re-analysis,
however, does not convince.
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Authors’ reply: Kruijt & Carlbring misrepresent the position
conveyed in our commentary,1 wrongly attributing to us the sugges-
tion ‘that we should only call CBM CBM if it is successful’. Our
actual points are: (a) it cannot be claimed that cognitive bias has
been modified when assessment data reveal that no modification
of cognitive bias has taken place; and (b) the emotional impact of
modifying cognitive bias cannot be determined from studies that
fail to modify cognitive bias. Also, incorrectly, they describe our
commentary as an ‘exposé on the correct question to meta-
analyse’. We highlight the need to distinguish two quite different
questions, without claiming that either is ‘correct’, and emphasise
the resulting problems when meta-analyses fail to do so.

Our position adheres to the tenets of experimental medicine.2

The first step in experimental medicine is to identify a target mech-
anism that plausibly contributes to the dysfunction of interest. For
example, high blood pressure represents a mechanism that may
contribute to the dysfunction of elevated stroke risk, and attentional
bias to threat represents a mechanism that may contribute to the
dysfunction of anxious disposition. Step two involves developing a
candidate intervention intended to manipulate this mechanism.
This could involve a drug intended to reduce blood pressure, or a
computer procedure intended to reduce attentional bias to threat.
Step three involves delivering the intervention to determine: (a)
whether the intervention impacts the mechanism, as intended; and
if so (b) whether this impact on mechanism therapeutically attenu-
ates dysfunction. Should the drug fail to reduce blood pressure, with
no observed reduction in stroke risk, it cannot be concluded that
reducing blood pressure has no impact on stroke risk. Likewise,
should the computer procedure fail to modify attentional bias to
threat, with no observed reduction in anxious disposition, it
cannot be concluded that modifying attentional bias to threat has
no impact on anxious disposition. If the drug sometimes reduces
blood pressure, and whenever this occurs stroke risk also decreases,
this suggests that blood pressure reduction attenuates stroke risk.
Likewise, if the computer procedure sometimes reduces attentional
bias to threat, and whenever this occurs anxious disposition also
decreases, this suggests that attentional bias modification alters
anxious disposition.
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